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(Not so) Hidden Agenda



Getting started
Please try it, so I never have to 

harangue anyone about this ever 
again. It really is worth a try.

http://simple.wikipedia.org

http://simple.wikipedia.org
http://simple.wikipedia.org


But...  fiction?



A bit clunky
The roboteacher moved its 
arms. It put the human body 
across its metal knees. It 
raised its metal hand and 
then dropped the hand. The 
roboteacher dropped its hand 
flat, very flat so that 
Johnny felt pain and his skin 
turned red.



Balance



3 Tools
Edit Central

Compleat Lexical Tutor
Coh-Metrix



Edit Central
http://www.editcentral.com/

Select “Style and Diction”





Lextutor



Vocabulary 
Profiler (VP)

What does it do?
What can it tell you?
How can you use it?

Bonus: AWL and BNL!
Headwords, headwords, 

headwords.



Let’s look at the first 
ungraded text



Edit live



well_[3] what_[2] why_[1] will_[3] with_[3] you_[16] your_[2]
Recategorized Proper Nouns [1: 1: 3 included with above]

stamos_[3]
BNC-2,000 types: [ fams 10 : types 11 : tokens 11 ] boss_
[1] bossy_[1] command_[1] counter_[1] hurt_[1] pocket_[1] 
reflecting_[1] sight_[1] smart_[1] split_[1] voice_[1]
BNC-3,000 types: [ fams 8 : types 9 : tokens 10 ] coin_[2] 
criticism_[1] ease_[1] silver_[1] spins_[1] suspiciously_[1] 
trail_[1] vacuum_[1] vacuums_[1]
BNC-4,000 types:  flip_[2]
BNC-6,000 types:  notch_[1] snob_[1]
BNC-7,000 types:  finn_[3] salute_[1]
BNC-8,000 types:  abhors_[1]
    ~snip~
BNC-19,000 types:  preppy_[1]
OFFLIST: [?: types 2 : tokens 2] bossed_[1] thunk_[1]



The Compleat Lister

What does it do?

What can it tell you?

How can you use it?

Natural Freq

Alpha Freq

Freq Alpha



Copy to Excel or Text



More interesting



Even more interesting
abhor
counter
notch
occasion
preppy
salute

silver
smart
snob
spin
suspicious       
throw            

Find the true “singletons”



Now put it all together
abhors_ BNC 8K
counter_ BNC 2K
notch_ BNC 6K
occasion_BNC 1K
preppy_BNC 19K
salute_BNC 7K

silver_ BNC 3K
smart_ BNC2K
snob_ BNC 6K
spins_ BNC 3K
suspiciously_BNC 3K       
throw_BNC 1K            

Perhaps a bit overkill, but...



Time to try it



“Let’s see what Stamos says,” you say to Finn. “You stay here. Keep that guy in 
sight. I’ll go up the trail and get Stamos, okay?”
“Sure, boss,” Finn says, throwing you a smart salute.
“Hey, I’m just making a suggestion.”
“Well your suggestion, as you call it, sounds suspiciously like a command to 
me. Nature abhors a vacuum, and you just love to fill those vacuums.”
“Hey, ease up. I’m sorry. I didn’t mean to be bossy.”
“Well you are, sometimes,” Finn says, lowering his voice a notch. You can tell 
that the fight is over. You feel bad that you hurt his feelings. Still, you are just 
about to counter with the criticism that he occasionally acts and talks like a 
preppy snob. But reason takes over, and you say nothing. One thing has nothing 
to do with the other.
“So, why don’t we flip for it?” you suggest, taking a coin from your pocket.
“Great. I’ll take heads.”
You flip the coin, watching as it spins in the air, the sun catching it for just a 
split second and reflecting off the silver. It hits the ground with a thunk.
“Heads. You got it,” you say.
“Great, you go after Stamos, and I’ll stay,” he says. “Hey, wait a minute, I 
thought—”
“Well, don’t. I was going to stay anyway. I just
don’t like being bossed around and told what to do. Go.”



Make your choices
abhors_ BNC 8K
counter_ BNC 2K
notch_ BNC 6K
occasion_BNC 1K
preppy_BNC 19K
salute_BNC 7K

silver_ BNC 3K
smart_ BNC2K
snob_ BNC 6K
spins_ BNC 3K
suspiciously_BNC 3K       
throw_BNC 1K            



Examples
* “Sure, boss,” Finn says, throwing you a 
smart salute. 

1 “Hey, that’s not fair!” Finn says, with an 
angry voice.

2 “Sure, boss,” Finn says, while gesturing a 
salute.

3 “Sure, boss,” Finn says sarcastically, with a 
wild salute.

4 “You can’t tell me what to do!” Finn says.



Examples
* “So, why don’t we flip for it?” you suggest, 
taking a coin from your pocket.

1 ~cut~ 
2 “So, lets flip a coin to decide,” you suggest, 
taking a coin from your pocket.
3 “So, why don’t we flip a coin for it?” you 
suggest, taking a dime from your pocket. 
4 “Well,” Finn says, “Let’s play rock-paper-
scissors.”



Range
What does it tell you?
How do you use it?

When should you use it?



Range



Range



Analyze



Unique to this passage
BNC-1,000 between college drive evening 
explain force give record sit standard system 
telephone wonder yet
BNC-2,000 alarm brain comfort cool flexible fool 
grade message noise smell soft steel
BNC-3,000 escort nervous rattle stir tragedy
BNC-4,000 agony device
BNC-9,000 electron
BNC-13,000 cicada
BNC-18,000 clamour



Examples
* Evening had begun to fall. In the cities the 
clamor softened along the streets, and the 
women made small, comfortable, rattling 
noises in the kitchens.

1 It was the end of the school day, but the 
children were late coming home from 
school.
2 Evening set in. In the cities, it became 
quieter outside. The women began making 
dinners in kitchens.



* Evening had begun to fall. In the cities the 
clamor softened along the streets, and the 
women made small, comfortable, rattling 
noises in the kitchens.

3 Evening had begun to fall. In the cities the 
daily noise quieted along the streets, and the 
women made their familiar, comfortable 
rattling sounds in the kitchens. 

Examples



* Evening had begun to fall. In the cities the 
clamor softened along the streets, and the 
women made small, comfortable, rattling 
noises in the kitchens.

4 Evening had begun to fall. In the cities the 
streets became more quiet and less active. 
The women moved around making soft, 
relaxing sounds as they cooked.

Examples



* Evening had begun to fall. In the cities the 
clamor softened along the streets, and the 
women made small, comfortable, rattling 
noises in the kitchens.

5 Evening was coming. The city streets 
became quieter and less busy. You could hear 
the sounds of the women in their houses as 
they cooked.

Examples



There is more to readabilty



108 more things actually



Coh-Git



Coming soon?
Not so fast



Slides and notes at
http://eltted.com/presentations/in-2012/

jalt2012fs/

http://eltted.com/presentations/in-2012/jalt2012fs/
http://eltted.com/presentations/in-2012/jalt2012fs/
http://eltted.com/presentations/in-2012/jalt2012fs/
http://eltted.com/presentations/in-2012/jalt2012fs/

